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	Windows Phone 7 is a revolutionary cellular operating system that sets
	a new standard for convenience and productivity. It can integrate
	with your personal and work computers more than any other phone
	currently on the market. Plus, it runs a great variety of mobile applications
	and is great with games, music, and video.


	Smartphones are getting smarter all the time, and the Windows Phone is one
	of the smartest. Just because you’ve used a smartphone in the past doesn’t
	mean you should expect to use your new Windows Phone without a bit of
	guidance. That’s where this book comes in. This book is a hands-on guide
	to getting the most out of your Windows Phone, without all the jargon that
	user’s manuals show off with.


	Unleash the full power of your Windows Phone 7!


	Windows Phone 7 is the new and improved mobile platform for all Windows smartphones. The new platform has been completely rebuilt from the ground up and this guide walks you through everything that's new, from the look and feel to the underlying code to the revamped home screen and user interface experience. Placing special focus on the features and functionality that is shared across all Windows Phone 7 series models, this fun and friendly book covers a wide range of how-to topics on everything from making simple calls to using your handheld device as a mobile computer.

	
		Explores the exciting new Windows Phone 7 and the completely revamped platform that will revolutionize the way you experience mobile phone use
	
		Shows you how to personalize your interface and exchange and sync information with your Windows PC
	
		Covers how to download, install, and use Mobile Office applications
	
		Demonstrates creating, downloading, exchanging, and sharing digital media, such as photos, videos, sound, and music files with other mobile device and PC users



	Windows Phone 7 For Dummies takes your Windows Phone 7 experience to a whole new level!
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Principles of CloningAcademic Press, 2002

	In 1997, Dolly the cloned sheep began a biological revolution. She showed us the way to

	physiologically dedifferentiate already committed somatic cells, opening the gate to a

	whole new world of possibilities in the study of basic biological mechanisms that touch the

	origins of life at its core. It is clear that cloning vertebrates...
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Refrigeration and Air ConditioningMcGraw-Hill, 1983
This text pretends the analytical statement of the refrigeration and acondiontioning air jumps straightforward. And today, more than ever, specially in these times in which the environmental concerns are subject of first degree in every corner of the world. 

How is it possible maintain the wished equilibrium between comfort and...
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Wonder World Under WaterNational Book Trust, 2004
Nearly three-quarters of our earth is covered by water. Yet we, living on land, usually know more about land creatures than our aquatic denizens. We have many kinds of watery environments, from the fast, clear, cold streams of the Himalaya to the placid rivers of the plains, and natural as well as man-made lakes and ponds. Moreover, we have a long...
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Semantic Grid: Model, Methodology, and Applications (Advanced Topics in Science and Technology in China)Springer, 2008
Semantic Grid: Model, Methodology, and Applications introduces to the science, core technologies, and killer applications. First, scientific issues of semantic grid systems are covered, followed by two basic technical issues, data-level semantic mapping, and service-level semantic interoperating. Two killer applications are then introduced to...
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User Group LeadershipApress, 2015

	This book is about starting and sustaining a technology user group. User groups are a wonderful way to connect with local and like-minded professionals for networking and learning. All the forums and social media on the internet can’t replace face-to-face time spent discussing problems, upcoming technologies, and other pertinent topics....
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Facebook and Philosophy: What's on Your Mind? (Popular Culture and Philosophy)Open Court, 2010

	Facebook and Philosophy is an entertaining, multi-faceted exploration of what Facebook means for us and for our relationships. With discussions ranging from the nature of friendship and its relationship to "friending," to the (debatable) efficacy of "online activism," this book is the most extensive and systematic...
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